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Don't Judge Me Simon and Schuster
Marcy knows Alec is perfect for her in every
way except one thing: he likes sports. Not a
big deal to most people, but then most people
have never been abandoned on the side of
the road by someone choosing a game over
them. Determined they don't have a future
together, Marcy pushes Alec away, but he's
just as determined to prove to her he's the
dream guy she wants him to be.
Round CreateSpace
Centuries ago, two 'sworn sisters' are isolated by
their families, but stay connected through a secret
language written in the folds of a white silk fan.
Now in modern-day Shanghai, their descendents
must draw inspiration from the past as they
struggle to maintain their own eternal bond in the
face of life's complications. What unfolds are two
stories, generations apart, but everlasting in their
universal notion of love, hope and friendship.
The Cure for Modern Life Scholastic Inc.
When the dream of living in a foreign country
is rudely shattered by gritty reality, there are
two choices. Turn tail and run or bravely face
what life throws at you. Welcome to a roller
coaster ride through the unpredictability of life
in Turkey while struggling with the demands of
home and away. After repeated visits to
Turkey, the first during the Gulf War, Lisa
Morrow left Australia in 2010 with her partner
Kim to settle in Istanbul. Having travelled
extensively throughout the country as well as
already having lived in both Istanbul and
Central Turkey for a few years, she was sure
the transition would be simple. However while
Turkish culture seems easy to understand, you
only have to scratch away the surface and the
complexities can be overwhelming. When they
arrived in Istanbul Lisa was still trying to
overcome the effects of her mother's death and
struggled to know who she was. Her feelings of
uncertainty were exacerbated by having to
deal with Turkish real estate agents,
bureaucracy and cultural difference, as well as
friendships with Turks who seemed the same
as her but were in fact very different. The

stress of getting settled was only just starting to
abate when she had to rush Kim to hospital
and then received bad news from home.
Waiting for the Tulips to Bloom: Adrift in
Istanbul is an honest and engaging account of
life in Istanbul, written by an expat who uses
her training in sociology to take the reader right
into the heart of Turkish culture
Waiting for the Tulips to Bloom Simon
and Schuster
A wise, humorous, and deeply
compassionate story about the risks and
rewards of loving when a single day can
change our lives.
Once Upon a Day Cool Springs Press
"I'm Sebastian, Lord St. Vincent. I can't be
celibate. Everyone knows that." Desperate to
escape her scheming relatives, Evangeline Jenner
has sought the help of the most infamous
scoundrel in London. A marriage of
convenience is the only solution. No one would
have ever paired the shy, stammering wallflower
with the sinfully handsome viscount. It quickly
becomes clear, however, that Evie is a woman of
hidden strength—and Sebastian desires her more
than any woman he's ever known. Determined
to win her husband's elusive heart, Evie dares to
strike a bargain with the devil: If Sebastian can
stay celibate for three months, she will allow him
into her bed. When Evie is threatened by a
vengeful enemy from the past, Sebastian vows to
do whatever it takes to protect his wife . . . even at
the expense of his own life. Together they will
defy their perilous fate, for the sake of all-
consuming love.
Shout Down the Moon Simon and Schuster
Art/Museums takes the study of international
relations to the art museum. It seeks to persuade
those who study international relations to take
art/museums seriously and museum studies to take
up the insights of international relations. And it does
so at a time when both international relations and art
are said to be at an end-that is, out of control and
beyond sight of their usual constituencies. The book
focuses on the British Museum, the National Gallery
of London, the Museum of Iraq, the Museum of
Modern Art in New York, the Getty museums, the
Guggenheim museums, and "museum" spaces
instantly created by the attacks on the World Trade
Center in 2001. The art includes works over which
museums might struggle, acquire through
questionable means, hoard and possibly lose, such as
the Parthenon sculptures, Raphael's Madonna of the
Pinks, the ancient art of Babylon, modern art, and
the art/museum itself in an era of rapid museum
expansion. Bringing art, museums, and international

relations together draws on the art technique of
collage, which combines disparate objects, themes,
and time periods in one work to juxtapose
unexpected elements, leaving the viewer to relate
objects that are not where they are expected to be.
The Cure for Modern Life U of Minnesota Press
Your heart is pounding. You feel as if you cant
breathe. A strange uneasiness takes over, and your
body rages with fear. Your mind is engulfed with one
overwhelming thought: I must be dying.
Art/Museums Allen & Unwin
Since childhood, Lila has been closer to her twin
brother Billy than anyone in the world. They even
took a vacation together when Lila and her husband
Patrick got tenure. To Patrick, his wife's relationship
with her twin has always been something of a
mystery. He knows Lila and Billy's parents died when
they were teenagers, but he doesn't understand why
Lila never talks about her parents. He also doesn't
understand why books have always been so crucially
important to the twins. A math teacher, Patrick is
particularly mystified by Lila's obsession with stories.
Then one afternoon, Billy points a rifle out the
window of a hotel across from an elementary school.
Billy is shot, "suicide by police," Lila is told. Billy's
death devastates her, but it his reason for wanting to
die that both stuns and horrifies her: he'd been
charged with child abuse, of endangering the life of
his middle child and namesake, eight-year-old
William. In the aftermath of her twin's death, Lila
falls apart. Soon her job, her marriage, her carefully
constructed past-and even her sanity-are put at risk,
as she tries to make sense of her life with Billy and the
long-buried secrets of their childhood. While Patrick
attempts unsuccessfully to save his wife, Lila's slowly
comes face to face with who her brother really was-
only to realise that there may be another person in
danger now. Billy's favourite child, her nephew
William, may be about to re-enact the same story
Billy taught her to believe in so many years ago: a
story of betrayal and lost innocence that must be
redeemed by a violent act that could destroy them
all.
Midwest Foraging Penguin
After the accidental death of her parents,
Emily retreated to their home, where she
freelances for an online greeting card
company and tries to come up with words for
feelings she can no longer feel. Jules climbed
his way up to creative director of an
advertising agency; he had power, a
girlfriend, and a great apartment in New
York, when he started having the panic
attacks that would leave him in a tiny sublet,
unemployed and alone. But when Emily and
Jules both join an online board for
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agoraphobics, what begins as friendship
quickly develops into something much more.
Now if only they can find the courage to leave
their “safety zones” and actually meet for
the first time... Witty, wistful, and deeply
moving, “Agoraphobics in Love” is an O.
Henry story for the twenty-first century. In
sparkling prose, Lisa Tucker perfectly
captures the miracle of two lonely people
finding each other—and finding their way
back to life.
Double Dog Dare A&C Black
Patty Taylor can handle anything. So what if the
guys in her band dismiss her as just a pretty face,
hired by their manager to make them more
popular? She's already survived a bad childhood,
a destructive teenage relationship, homelessness,
and working twelve-hour shifts washing dishes.
Travelling with the band gives her a way to
provide for Willie, the two-year-old son she
adores. But on a hot summer day in Kentucky,
when Willie's father shows up outside her hotel
room, newly paroled from prison and intent on
having her and his son back, Patty begins a
journey that will change her from a girl who can
put up with anything to a woman with a voice
that can bring the house down. SHOUT
DOWN THE MOON is about following dreams
and overcoming obstacles, about finding your
voice and becoming the hero of your own life. In
Patty Taylor, Lisa Tucker has created an unlikely
heroine, a gutsy girl with a wry sense of humour,
whose life will depend on having the courage to
trust in her big talent and even bigger heart.
Vegetables Love Flowers Random House
Books for Young Readers
“See paints a fascinating portrait of a
complex and enigmatic society, in which
nothing is ever quite as it appears, and of the
people, peasant and aristocrat alike, who are
bound by its subtle strictures.”—San Diego
Union-Tribune While David Stark is asked
to open a law office in Beijing, his lover,
detective Liu Hulan, receives an urgent
message from an old friend imploring her to
investigate the suspicious death of her
daughter, who worked for a toy company
about to be sold to David’s new client,
Tartan Enterprises. Despite David’s
protests, Hulan goes undercover at the toy
factory in the rural village of Da Shui, deep in
the heart of China. It is a place that forces
Hulan to face a past she has long been
running from. Once there, rather than
finding answers to the girl’s death, Hulan
unearths more questions, all of which point
to possible crimes committed by David’s
client. Suddenly Hulan and David find
themselves on opposing sides: One of them is
trying to expose a company and unearth a
killer, while the other is ethically bound to
protect his client. As pressures mount and
danger increases, Hulan and David uncover
universal truths about good and evil, right

and wrong–and the sometimes subtle lines
that distinguish them. Praise for The Interior
“[See] illuminates tradition and change,
Western and Eastern cultural differences. . . .
All this in the middle of her thriller which is
also about greed, corruption, abuse of the
disadvantaged, the desperation of those on
the bottom of the food chain, and
love.”—The Tennessean “Sophisticated . .
. graceful . . . See’s picture of contemporary
China’s relationship with the United States
is aptly played out through her
characters.”—Los Angeles Times
“Immediate, haunting and exquisitely
rendered.”—San Francisco Chronicle
What Happened to the Bennetts Albert Whitman &
Company
Say "I do" to five surprising stories of women
grappling with love and marriage and whether to
walk down the aisle or run away. In Elise Juska's
"Perfect Weather for Driving," Megan and Joel's
sunset fender-bender makes for a great drunken
story at his friend's wedding, but the reality is hardly
romantic. Stuck in a New England hotel waiting for
the verdict on their Volvo, the two are forced to take
stock of their own damaged relationship -- and
whether it's too late to fix it. In Tara McCarthy's
"Losing California," engaged surfer Alison is
convinced that Michael Madsen -- a member of her
favorite band -- is her soul mate. Unfortunately, he's
not her fiancé. So Alison flies to Nova Scotia, where
Michael lives, because she's either right or she's
wrong -- and she better find out before the wedding.
The bride-to-be in Pamela Ribon's "Sara King Goes
Bad" has always done the right thing but decides it's
important to know what it feels like to be reckless for
once. And so two weeks before her wedding, she
indulges in an unforgettable night of sex, drugs, and
petty crime. In Heather Swain's "The Happiest Day
of Your Life," Annie and Ben plan a simple
ceremony at an apple orchard. But when Annie loses
perspective -- and everything that can go wrong does
-- she's forced to rethink why she wanted a wedding
in the first place. The "Emily & Jules" of Lisa Tucker's
story are two lonely people who meet on an online
bulletin board for agoraphobics. But when Emily is
invited to her estranged brother's wedding -- and it's
clear across the country -- both she and Jules may be
forced to change their ways. Will any of these
heroines get to the church on time? Cozy up with
Cold Feet and find out.
Cool Flowers Simon and Schuster
Presents simple techniques for an early spring
garden of color profiling 30 hardy annual
flowers.
The Song Reader Harper Collins
"Beauty and the Beast: California Wildflowers
and Climate Change" is a 12 x 12'' beautifully
illustrated and designed 264 page coffee table
book created by conservation photographers
Rob Badger and Nita Winter.Illustrations:
190 stunning images of California's diverse
wildflowers and their habitats, from high
mountain passes in the Sierra Nevada
mountains to below sea level in Death Valley
National Park.Essays: Sixteen talented and
diverse authors and scientists, most of whom

are women, wrote 18 storytelling style essays
(1,200 to 1,800 words) about nature,
conservation, climate change or taking action.
The two younger authors write about hope
and action, and what people can do to help
create positive change. The book has three
sections: The Gift of Beauty, The Human
Connection and Ensuring the Future.Because
people are constantly hearing about all the
negative things going on in the world, Nita
and Rob believed there was a need for a
different, softer approach to grab people's
attention and center it on the climate-change
story, and conservation and population
issues. They engage their audiences by first
inviting them to experience the splendor of
the natural world through a universal symbol
of beauty, the wildflower, and then educate
and inspire them to take some of the simple
actions they provide to create positive change
and a healthier planet. Their goal is to spread
conservation and climate change ideas far
beyond native plant and nature lovers, and to
plant the seeds to foster action."Beauty and
the Beast" is a 27 year photographic journey
into the public lands of California. Lands we
all own, lands under constant threat of
development or resource extraction, impacts
of global warming, sea level rise and wildfires.
This book is as much a treasure as the flowers
and creatures which are featured within its
pages. Nita and Rob extend a hand to you to
come in and take a long, slow look around
and see what they have seen, experienced and
have learned. Book includes two
comprehensive indexes and a glossary.Co-
published by WinterBadger Press and the
California Native Plant Society
The Tea Girl of Hummingbird Lane Timber
Press
Rejected by his charity-minded ex-fiancée for
his corporate beliefs, high-powered executive
Matthew finds his life turned upside down by his
unwitting involvement with a pair of homeless
children. By the author of Shout Down the
Moon. Reprint.
The Cut Flower Handbook A&C Black
Terry Winters’s work of the past decade
weaves disparate strains of idea, object, and
physical operations into the primary logic of his
art. His art contains an astonishing array of forms
and demonstrates the equally surprising breadth
of his artistic language. This retrospective volume
continues where the mid-career survey (1992) at
the Whitney Museum concluded, presenting the
past decade of Winters’s innovative work in
paintings, prints, drawings, and artists’ books.
Terry Winters presents the ways in which the
artist creates sets and subsets of distinctive works
that interact with bodies of previous and current
work. Also included are images by the artist that
have not previously been exhibited or published.
Winters’s work is frequently included in
conversations and studies relating to the
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interplay of art and science, and his recent
paintings, drawings, and prints reflect his
engagement with scientific and computational
systems of thought and presentations of
information. For Winters, abstract art has
become a vehicle not for “reproducing and
inventing form but for harnessing forces.” By
utilizing expressive means, “data becomes
pictorial and spatial.” This superbly illustrated
volume displays the full range of Winters’s
newest works and the complex relationships that
link them to one another.
The Interior Simon and Schuster
Mary Beth and her younger sister Leeann are
trying to support themselves in their small
Southern hometown. So, to make ends meet,
alongside her job at the diner Mary Beth works
by practicing her own unique talent: 'song
reading'. By making sense of the song lyrics
people have stuck in their heads, Mary Beth can
help them make sense of their lives. In no time,
Mary Beth's readings have the entire town
singing her praises, including scientist Ben, who
falls hard for Mary Beth and her unearthly
intuition. But Mary Beth's gift leads her to a
secret truth about a prominent neighbour and, as
a consequence, the fragile structure of the girls'
orphaned life comes tumbling down around
them. Each secret seems to domino another until
the sisters' whole complex emotional history is
laid bare. And without Mary Beth's music the
town's silence is louder than ever. Could it be
that the lyrics to all those foolish love songs really
aren't so foolish after all?
Perfect Soup Simon and Schuster
When porcupine and badger start knitting,
their friendship gets all tangled up. Porcupine
and Badger have always been the best of
friends, so when Porcupine finds some yarn
in the woods, she makes a present for Badger.
And when Badger finds yarn, she makes a
present for Porcupine. The only problem? It's
the same yarn—and to finish the gift, they
each must unravel the other's creation. An
act of kindness turns into a fierce standoff as
the friendship frays—can Porcupine and
Badger set aside their differences and knit
themselves back together?
Looking for an Exit Yale University Press
A moving, evocative tale of love, grief, and
sisterhood from the author of the “brilliant, tender,
and riveting” (John Dufresne, author of I Don’t
Like Where This Is Going) The Winters in Bloom.
She can hear the music in people’s souls. Mary
Beth and her younger sister Leeann are trying to
support themselves in their small Southern
hometown. Mary Beth works to make ends meet by
practicing her own unique talent: “song reading.”
By making sense of the song lyrics people have stuck
in their heads, Mary Beth can help people make
sense of their lives. In no time, Mary Beth’s
readings have the entire town singing her praises,
including the handsome scientist Ben, who falls hard
for Mary Beth and her unearthly intuition. What
happens when she can’t make out the lyrics? When
Mary Beth reveals a long-muted secret in the
community, however, she turns off the music and

gives up song reading for good. Soon everyone’s
lives are out of tune: Leeann worries she’ll never
graduate from high school, and Ben can’t conduct
his experiments. Without Mary Beth’s music, the
town’s silence is louder than ever. Could it be that
all the lyrics to all those foolish love songs really
aren’t so foolish after all?
Peony in Love Simon and Schuster
“Lisa See begins to do for Beijing what Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle did for turn-of-the-century London or
Dashiell Hammett did for 1920s San Francisco: She
discerns the hidden city lurking beneath the public
facade.” –The Washington Post Book World In
the depths of a Beijing winter, during the waning
days of Deng Xiaoping’s reign, the U.S.
ambassador’s son is found dead–his body
entombed in a frozen lake. Around the same time,
aboard a ship adrift off the coast of Southern
California, Assistant U.S. Attorney David Stark
makes a startling discovery: the corpse of a Red
Prince, a scion of China’s political elite. The
Chinese and American governments suspect that the
deaths are connected and, in an unprecedented
move, they join forces to see justice done. In Beijing,
David teams up with the unorthodox police detective
Liu Hulan. In an investigation that brings them to
every corner of China and sparks an intense
attraction between the two, David and Hulan
discover a web linking human trafficking to the drug
trade to governmental treachery–a web reaching
from the Forbidden City to the heart of Los Angeles
and, like the wide flower net used by Chinese
fishermen, threatening to ensnare all within its reach.
“A graceful rendering of two different and complex
cultures, within a highly intricate plot . . . The starkly
beautiful landscapes of Beijing and its surrounding
countryside are depicted with a lyrical precision.”
–Los Angeles Times Book Review “Murder and
intrigue splash across the canvas of modern Chinese
life. . . . A vivid portrait of a vast Communist nation
in the painful throes of a sea change.” –People
“Fascinating . . . that rare thriller that enlightens as
well as it entertains.” –San Diego Union-Tribune
A Finalist for the Edgar Award for Best First Mystery
A NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK
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